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Boat Safety Belt Replacement Tethers
#218-1

INSTALLATION

1. WARNING – Tethers must be correctly laced through Belt Adjusters for proper locking operation of the Adjusters. Failure to correctly lace Belt Tethers could result in severe injury or death.

2. If the End-tabs are still present on the existing Tethers, cut the webbing and remove the End-tabs.

3. Unlace Tether webbing from the adjuster. Complete for both side Tethers.

4. Lay the Boat Safety Belt as shown in Figure 1.

5. Place the new Tether with the Talon Hook opening and raw edge of folded webbing facing down. See Figure 2.

6. Fold the End-tab over the webbing 90°, from the bottom insert the End-tab through the back-side (stamped side) of the Adjuster and behind the Adjuster Bar. See Figure 3.

7. Pull the webbing through the adjuster 8-10”. See Figure 4.

8. Fold the End-tab over the webbing 90°, from the top insert the End-tab through the front side of the Adjuster, in front of the Adjuster Bar. See Figure 5.

9. Pull Tether webbing through the Adjuster, insert the End-tab through the elastic retaining loop.

10. Complete steps 3 through 8 for the remaining side Tether & Adjuster.

11. Ensure that when complete the Talon Hook gate/opening should be facing the bottom of the Belt. The raw edges of the folded webbing should be facing outboard. The End-tabs should be facing outboard and towards the Talon Hook. See Figure 6.

12. Function-test the Tethers for proper lacing:
   a. Pull on the Hook side of the Tether. The webbing should lock down in the Adjuster and not move.
   b. Pull on the End-tab side of the Tether. The webbing should move freely through the adjuster.


WARRANTY

LSC products are warranted to the first consumer purchaser to be free from defects in material or workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months. Please contact LSC for our complete Warranty information and Policies, or visit our website.
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